I joined Mr. Lee in getting Brown's Daily tales but it has not arrived by the two last post. If it does not come more regularly we must discontinue it. Here is an unavailing appeal against the treaty. It is said that we must guard & defend the western interests for the benefit of the western merchant; that of East India trade was on a better footing before; that of West India trade is entirely destroyed; that the hands of our legislators are tied down, that they can never take such measures for their future security as the statesman Madison once proposed - that the republic itself, held forth in social articles is a mere nullity. The Fayetteville Coliticians have rested their credit in casting this feeble of negociations while other companies were openly drinking him & the treaty to hell & damnation. Thue has been some dishonorable business in New York on this subject & the great financier Hamilton has been very easily handled by the people because he was supposed a friend to the treaty.

The museum has made but small progress & consists of only one stuffed egg. I hope that when it is generally known that such a collection is making in these we shall receive considerable assistance.